R'Courses
Your step-by-step guide to developing and leading your own course.

An idea is born!
Check the UCR catalog and make sure your idea isn’t already offered through a class!
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Find a guide
Email or visit a faculty member to talk about your objectives / outline. Give them the faculty checklist and ask them to sign your proposal and mentor you for the next two quarters.
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Register
For 1 unit of EDUC 102 (prep course for facilitators) and a 190 with your faculty mentor for Fall 2017

Register
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Spring 2017

Think about your course objectives
What do you want students to know at the end? Use this syllabus template and start with creating the key learning objectives.
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Submit your proposal
Turn in:
1. syllabus (using the template)
2. proposal form (including dept chair and faculty signatures and courseload worksheet)
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Fall 2017

Prepare
Work really hard in 102 and 190 on:
1. lesson plans
2. practice lessons
3. assessments
4. promotion
5. teaching techniques
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Lead your course!
Students line up to learn with you. You facilitate brilliant discussions, give feedback, and develop a community of learners
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Winter 2018
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